
With this new exhibition, for the first time
on two levels, covering 720m2, the
Olympic Museum has gone in search of
the roots of sport, both in time and in
numerous countries. Before being
considered “sporting”, certain movements
had, or still have, an identifying, ritual,
political or spiritual value. Wrestling in
Senegal, capoeira in
Brazil, sumo in
Japan, Naadam
games in

Mongolia, boo-ma-rang in Australia:
different sports, different countries, but a
common denominator which visitors are
invited to discover as they explore the
exhibition.

Numerous objects and film records
linked to the rites and multiple
identities provide the
information

needed to appreciate the
richness of certain practices, the
search for meaning and the true
significance of contemporary
“sporting” movements.

Thierry Wendling, from the
University of Neuchâtel’s
Ethnological Institute, explains that
“researching the roots of modern
sport is both exciting and risky. It is
exciting because it invites us to travel
through the diversity of human cultures
past and present. But it is also risky from
an intellectual point of view as it involves
considering sport as a universal human
activity that is easily identifiable in every
place and every era”.

Yet the word sport in French 
prompts us to be somewhat prudent: it
was only from the middle of the 19th
century that the word started to be used
in its modern sense, as we are reminded
in the Le Petit Robert [French language
dictionary]: “Physical activity performed
as a game, combat and effort, of which
the practice necessitates methodical

training and the respect of
certain rules and
disciplines”.

Furthermore, with its
obvious aspects, the
definition quoted above
is not problem-free:
according to our

perception, the game of
marbles, for example, does not 

enter into the
category of sport, although it does have
all the characteristics mentioned.

There is a very fine line between
games and sport, even within the 
western world, but other cases from 
more distant societies complicate the
picture. In several Siberian languages, a
specific term (for example, naada in
Mongolian) describes, for example,
activities as diverse as playing chess and
wrestling (which, according to our
conceptions, we could of course see as
sporting events) but also having sexual
intercourse, or taking part in a shaman
ceremony.

Discovering ways of life and
customs, seeing the differences, hence
the richness, of others: such is the appeal
of this exhibition, which ties in perfectly
with the United Nations’ International Year
of Sport and Physical Education.
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Top: Horse racing outfit, boots and a general’s hat worn by competitors in the Naadam
games. Above: Outfit worn by child jockeys. Right: Decorative element for horses
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Kyudo is one of the oldest traditional Japanese martial
arts. With swordsmanship, archery was part of the basic
instruction for warriors. Even though the Japanese bow
was used primarily by the samurai between the 10th
and the 16th centuries, it has long fallen out of use as a
weapon. With the arrival of firearms and the profound
changes in Japanese society in the early 19th century,
archery lost its warfare vocation forever and evolved into
a discipline requiring an investment of mind and body.

Today’s archers still honour Robin Hood, the fabled
outlaw. The term “Robin Hood” now refers to splitting the
shaft of an arrow already in the target with another
arrow. The equipment has crept forward in its technolo-

gy since this time. A re-curved bow coated in fibreglass
has become standard, and arrows made of aluminium
or carbon graphite can travel more than 240km/h.

Archery was a feature of the Olympic Games several
times from 1900 to 1920, but then disappeared for
more than 50 years. It reappeared at Munich in 1972
and has remained a fixture ever since.

In the exhibition Finding the Roots of Sport, Origins –
Rites – Identities, the theme of wrestling is addressed
several times, either as a ritual or an identity. These
include the Games of Naadam, and Swiss, Uzbek,
Nigerian and Senegalese wrestling. Sumo can also be
linked to these.

Kurash, or Ouzbek wrestling, means “reaching the
goal with the justice way”. Since its birth until recent
times, this traditional wrestling has always been prac-
tised for public show during official celebrations, balls
and weddings in particular.

Almost 2,500 years ago, Herodotus, the ancient
Greek philosopher and historian in his famous books
called “Histories”, says that Kurash is a common 
practice for people living in the territory where modern
Uzbekistan is located. In another writing, created more
than one millennium ago, it is described as the
favourite martial art in Central Asia. It is also the least
known in the rest of the world.

When the ancient Games of the Olympiad were
born in 776 B.C., wrestling was already well estab-

lished and recognised as the world’s oldest competitive
sport. In 1896, when the first edition of the modern
Olympic Games took place, wrestling would return in a
similar role. Nowadays, this sport includes two disci-
plines: Freestyle wrestling and Greco-Roman wrestling.

As an ethnologist, how do you see the roots of sport?
I do not believe that the roots of sports are to be sought in a past
that would illustrate the sports games of exotic societies. In fact, for
at least the last 100,000 years, the human species has benefited
from remarkable unity, both physically and intellectually: the
differences that we observe between the various human groups
come either from the external “bodywork” (the pigmentation of the
skin, for example), or – and this interests the ethnologists – 
cultural construction. In addition, the roots of sport can in fact be
found in each of us: these are notably the pleasure of exercising
one’s body, the capacity to put together and respect the rules given
as arbitrary, the taste for sociability and emulation. From these roots
of sport, each social group can, or not, develop more or less original
forms of sports actions by linking them for example to show
business such as in western society, or funeral practices like some
of those in native American cultures.

What are the links between rituals/origins/identities 
and sport?  
Firstly, there is a clear link between sport and rituals. A ritual is
mainly a cultural way of transforming items or people. The
celebration of a wedding, for example, metamorphoses two “single
people” into “husband and wife”. From this point of view, sport
takes part in the ritual since it creates indifferences in a hierarchy
between the participants at the beginning: the first in a race or the
winner of a fight becomes, at least for a moment, a champion in
which each of the spectators can identify themselves.
This identification mechanism means that many sports or sporting
games also serve to affirm social identities. It is often suggested
that these practices of today have their roots in a distant past.

Are these links stronger on continents like Africa and 
Asia than in Europe?
By seeing another ceremonial, like that in Japanese martial arts, by
hearing talk of marabou rituals which accompany certain African
fights, we have a tendency to believe that these links would 
indeed be stronger elsewhere. But this is an illusion of perspective.
The example of the modern Olympic Games is enough to recall that
our society functions with just as many ritual moments and
mythological stories: the opening ceremonies of the Games, the
permanent reference to the antiquity of the Games, are strong
elements in the affirmation of these very modern social identities
that are the Nations.

What message should the visitors take with them from 
this exhibition? 
Rather than a message, I think that the visitors can continue their
visit of the exhibition while contemplating a particularly complex
question. The exhibition gives a glimpse of a variety of sports
actions though human societies: how can this diversity of cultures,
this plurality of identity affirmations, be thought of in agreement 
with the unity of the human being?

FINDING THE ROOTS OF SPORT
ORIGINS - RITES - IDENTITIES

To contact the Olympic Review editorial team,
please email: olympicreview@olympic.org,
fax +41 (0)21 621 6356 or 
telephone +41 (0)21 621 6111 
www.olympic.org

‘THE ROOTS OF
SPORT CAN BE
FOUND IN EACH
OF US’
THERE IS A CLEAR LINK
BETWEEN SPORT AND RITUALS
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THE GAMES OF NAADAM
AND JAPANESE KYUDO
ILLUSTRATE ARCHERY

WRESTLING’S
ANCIENT ORIGINS 

INTERVIEW:
THIERRY 
WENDLING

Above: The site of modern-day Uzbekistan has been
home to Kurash wrestling for more than 2,500 years

Left: Ukraine’s Oleksandr Serdyuk competes in Athens.
Above: Practising the ancient martial art of Kyudo


